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Chapter 1 : The Unauthorized 'Star Wars' Story (Video ) - IMDb
Charles Kowal has found his place. Surrounded by nature, far away from the big city, with a magnificent view of Mount
St. Helens and Mount Rainier. A beautiful house on Mayfield Lake in Cinebar, a small village in the state of Washington.
Peace and quiet. And a lot of space. But Kowal does not live.

Marshall was looking for an actor for an episode of Happy Days. When Williams was asked to take a seat at
the audition, Williams immediately sat on his head on the chair and Marshall cast him on the spot, and later
wryly commented that Williams was the only alien who auditioned for the role. The show wanted to feature a
spaceman in order to capitalize on the popularity of the then recently released Star Wars film. Mork explains
to Richie that he is from the "future": Mork arrives on Earth in an egg-shaped spacecraft. He has been
assigned to observe human behavior by Orson, his mostly unseen and long-suffering superior voiced by Ralph
James. Orson has sent Mork to get him off Ork, where humor is not permitted. Attempting to fit in, Mork
dresses in an Earth suit, but wears it backward. Landing in Boulder, Colorado, he encounters year-old Mindy
Pam Dawber , who is upset after an argument with her boyfriend, and offers assistance. Because of his odd
garb, she mistakes him for a priest and is taken in by his willingness to listen in fact, simply observing her
behavior. When Mindy notices his backward suit and unconventional behavior, she asks who he really is, and
he innocently tells her the truth. She promises to keep his identity a secret and allows him to move into her
attic. It usually ends up frustrating Mindy, as Mork can only do things according to Orkan customs. For
example, lying to someone or not informing them it will rain is considered a practical joke called "splinking"
on Ork. At the end of each episode, Mork reports back to Orson on what he has learned about Earth. These
end-of-show summaries allow Mork to humorously comment on social norms. The show gained higher ratings
than the Happy Days series that had spawned it, at 4. This was done in conjunction with what is known in the
industry as counterprogramming , a technique in which a successful show is moved opposite a ratings hit on
another network. The show then aired against two highly rated shows: The characters of Fred and Cora were
dropped from the regular cast. It was explained that Fred went on tour as a conductor with an orchestra, taking
Cora with him. Fred and Cora made return appearances in later episodes. Recurring characters Susan and
Eugene made no further appearances after season one and were never mentioned again. New cast members
were added. Also added as regulars were their grumpy neighbor Mr. Also, some of the focus was on Mork
trying to find a steady-paying job. Because of the abrupt changes to the show and time slot, ratings slipped
dramatically from 3 to The show was quickly moved back to its previous timeslot and efforts were made to
return to the core of the series; however, ratings did not recover. Third season[ edit ] For the third season,
Jeanie, Remo, and Nelson were retained as regulars with Jeanie and Remo having opened a restaurant. Nelson
was no longer into politics and wore more casual clothes. Several new supporting characters were added to the
lineup. Joining were two children from the day-care center where Mork worked named Lola and Stephanie.
Wilzak lasted one season as a regular. The season ended at number 49 in the ratings. The show began to
include special guest stars this year. In the fourth season, Mork and Mindy were married. Because of the
different Orkan physiology, Mork laid an egg, which grew and hatched into the much older Winters.
Characters[ edit ] Mork Robin Williams â€” An alien from the planet Ork sent to observe human behavior.
Mork mentions many times that Orkan scientists grew him in a test-tube. Eventually falls in love, marries
Mork and raises an Orkan "child". In the first season, Fred owned a music shop with Cora. In the third season,
Fred became the conductor of the Boulder Symphony Orchestra. He has a job involving writing out greeting
cards. At first, he is a total grump and always complains about noise. In time, however, he warms up and
becomes a friend to Mork and Mindy and the gang. Because of Orkan physiology, Orkans age backwards,
starting with elderly adult bodies but with the mind of a child and regressing to feeble "old" kids. Nelson
Flavor Jim Staahl â€” The strait-laced, driven, yet aloof cousin of Mindy with dreams of political power.
Exidor Robert Donner â€” An odd man with possible mental illness who regards himself as a prophet. He
often appears wearing a flowing white robe with a brown sash. He recognizes Mork as an alien, but nobody
believes him. As the leader of a cult called "The Friends of Venus ", of which he was the only member, he
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regularly engaged in conversations with imaginary members of his cult such as "Pepe" and "Rocco" , but was
the only person who could see them. Most times he is found yelling at his imaginary cult. He makes the
comment, "Entourages can be the pits! Simpson when Mork encountered him at the Boulder Police Station.
He also had a plan to become "Emperor of the Universe" by becoming a rock-star; his musical instrument of
choice was the accordion. Exidor appears to be something of a squatter , as on at least two separate occasions
he is present in homes not his own. Once Mork visited Exidor at a very nice apartment where he supposedly
lived with his imaginary girlfriend and her twin sister. Mindy thought his wife would be imaginary, but she
turned out to be a real woman named Ambrosia. Exidor became highly popular with audiences and prompted
wild applause from the studio audience when entering a scene. Lola is a young philosopher and Stephanie is a
chubby girl who loves to eat. Billy Corey Feldman â€” A daycare-center child who appeared during Season 3.
He wants to be like his namesake Billy the Kid. Mork introduces him to the Orkan hero Squellman the
Yellow. He was occasionally seen around the house and stood by Mork during his reports to Orson. Eugene
Jeffrey Jacquet â€” A ten-year-old boy who takes violin lessons from Cora and befriends Mork during his
appearances in Season 1. Fonzie tells him that people make up stories about UFOs because their lives are
"humdrum. He freezes everyone with his finger except Richie and says he was sent to Earth to find a
"humdrum" human to take back to Ork. Richie runs to Fonzie for help. Mork challenges Fonzie to a duel:
Then, Richie wakes up and realizes he was dreaming. In the scene, Mork contacts Orson and explains that he
decided to let Fonzie go, and was going to travel to the year to continue his mission. Mork remembers that he
has been to Earth before to collect a specimen Fonzie but he "had to throw it back, though. Mork returned to
Happy Days in the episode "Mork Returns" in which Mork tells Richie that he enjoys coming to the s because
life is simpler and more "humdrum" than in the s. Fonzie sees Mork and immediately tries to run away, but
Mork freezes him and makes him stay. He eventually lets him go, but not before Fonzie asks Mork to reveal
two things about the future:
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Chapter 2 : How would the unauthorized biography of everyone on the planet sell? | Yahoo Answers
Steve Soto - Tattoo Planet - Unauthorized Ink by Timo | posted in Art, Fashion, Friends, Joker Brand, Tattoos | 0 Check
out Steve Soto wearing an Unauthorized Ink T-Shirt on the Cover of Tattoo Planet Magazine.

Our respect for the inhabitants of the Earth extends to safeguarding individual privacy. This policy describes
what information we collect from you through our website, why we collect it, and what we do with it. Privacy
Policy We at Planet Labs know you care about how your personal information is used and shared, and we take
your privacy seriously. Please read the following to learn more about our Privacy Policy. Most importantly, in
some instances before you use or access Services, Planet Labs will request and require your consent that we
will collect, use, and share your personally identifiable information. Any terms we use in this Privacy Policy
without defining them have the definitions given to them in the Terms of Use. What does this Privacy Policy
cover? We gather various types of Personal Information from our users, as explained in more detail below, and
we use this Personal Information internally in connection with our Services, including to personalize, provide,
and improve our Services, to allow you to set up a user account and profile, to contact you and allow other
users to contact you, to fulfill your requests for certain products and services, and to analyze how you use the
Services. In certain cases, we may also share some Personal Information with third parties, but only as
described below. As noted in the Terms of Use , we do not knowingly collect or solicit Personal Information
from anyone under the age of If you are under 16, please do not attempt to register for the Services or send
any Personal Information about yourself to us. If we learn that we have collected Personal Information from a
child under age 16, we will delete that information as quickly as possible. If you believe that a child under 16
may have provided us Personal Information, please contact the Planet Labs Legal Department by email at
legal planet. If you wish to continue using the Services after any changes to the Privacy Policy have been
posted, we may request and require your agreement to the changes. Information You Provide to Us: We
receive and store any information you knowingly provide to us. Certain information may be required to
register with us or to take advantage of some of our features. However, before processing any Personal
Information you provide to us, we will request and require your explicit consent, unless otherwise permitted
by applicable law. Entry of any special categories of personal data by you is strictly prohibited and constitutes
a breach of this Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. You should also be aware that Planet Labs may also process
Personal Information without your express consent to the extent one of the following applies: Processing is
necessary for the performance of a contract with Planet Labs to which the data subject is party or in order to
take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract. Processing is necessary for
compliance with a legal obligation to which Planet Labs as the controller is subject. Processing is necessary in
order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another natural person. Processing is necessary for
the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in
Planet Labs as the controller. Processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by
Planet Labs as the controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the interests or
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data, in particular
where the data subject is a child. If you click on a link to a third-party website or service, such third party may
also transmit cookies to you. We may use this data to customize Content for you that we think you might like,
based on your usage patterns. We may also use it to improve the Services - for example, this data can tell us
how often users use a particular feature of the Services, and we can use that knowledge to make the Services
interesting to as many users as possible. We neither rent nor sell your Personal Information in personally
identifiable form to anyone. However, we may share your Personal Information with third parties as described
in this section. If we use third-party subprocessors, Planet will endeavor to ensure adequate technical and
organizational measures exist at those subprocessors to safeguard Personal Information. A list of third-party
subprocessors may be viewed HERE. We may anonymize your Personal Information so that you are not
individually identified, and provide that information to our partners. We may also provide aggregate usage
information to our partners, who may use such information to understand how often and in what ways people
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use our Services, so that they, too, can provide you with an optimal online experience. However, we never
disclose aggregate information to a partner in a manner that would identify you personally, as an individual.
You can recognize when an affiliated business is associated with such a transaction or service, and we will
share your Personal Information with that affiliated business only to the extent that it is related to such
transaction or service. We may employ other companies and people to perform tasks on our behalf and need to
share your information with them to provide products or services to you; for example, we may make
third-party data accessible via our website. We may choose to buy or sell assets. In these types of transactions,
customer information is typically one of the business assets that would be transferred. Also, if we or our assets
are acquired, or if we go out of business, enter bankruptcy, or go through some other change of control,
Personal Information could be one of the assets transferred to or acquired by a third party. In these cases, if
you do not wish to have your Personal Information transferred, you may request erasure of your Personal
Information by contacting mydata planet. Protection of Planet Labs and Others. Please keep in mind Planet
Labs may process Personal Information for compliance with a legal obligation to which Planet Labs is subject.
We reserve the right to access, read, preserve, and disclose any information that we believe is necessary to
comply with law or court order; enforce or apply our Terms of Use and other agreements; or protect the rights,
property, or safety of Planet Labs, our employees, our users, or others. Your account is protected by a
password for your privacy and security. You must prevent unauthorized access to your account and Personal
Information by selecting and protecting your password appropriately and limiting access to your computer or
device and browser by signing off after you have finished accessing your account. We endeavor to protect the
privacy of your account and other Personal Information we hold in our records through appropriate technical
and organizational measures based on the highest industry standards, but unfortunately, we cannot guarantee
complete security. Unauthorized entry or use, hardware or software failure, and other factors, may
compromise the security of user information at any time. More importantly, you have the right to obtain from
Planet Labs confirmation as to whether or not Personal Information concerning you is being processed, and, if
that is the case, access to the following information: The purposes of the processing. The categories of
Personal Information concerned. The recipients or categories of recipient to whom the Personal Information
have been or will be disclosed, in particular recipients in third countries or international organizations. Where
possible, the envisaged period for which the Personal Information will be stored, or, if not possible, the criteria
used to determine that period. The existence of the right to request from Planet Labs, as the controller,
rectification or erasure of Personal Data or restriction of processing of Personal Information concerning you or
to object to such processing. The right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority. Where the Personal
Information are not collected from you, any available information as to their source. The existence of
automated decision-making, including profiling, and, at least in those cases, meaningful information about the
logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such processing for you. If you
have any questions about accessing Personal Information we have on file about you, please contact us at
mydata planet. Under California Civil Code Sections You can always opt not to disclose information to us,
but keep in mind some information may be needed to register with us or to take advantage of some of our
features. You may be able to add, update, or delete information as explained above. When you update
information, however, we may maintain a copy of the unrevised information in our records. You may, of
course, request deletion of your account and Personal Information by emailing mydata planet. Planet Labs will
then undertake measures to effect deletion of your Personal Information, unless we are required by law to
preserve the information. If you have any questions or concerns regarding our Privacy Policy and data
protection principles, please send a detailed message to legal planet. Effective May 25,
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Chapter 3 : The Unauthorized Melrose Place Story () - DVD PLANET STORE
Chapter 9 The Unauthorized Planet Charles Kowal has found his place. Surrounded by nature, far away from the big
city,withamagnificentviewofMountSt.

Sep 20, Contact information: They call this their "Annual Fee". Planet Fitness is the only place I have an
automated payment taken out from my bank account too so they automatically took the money out and did not
send me a notice. They were waiving the initiation fee and the first yr annual fee. To me this meant for the
next year to lock in the same price. Certainly not anyone I know. I called the Planet Fitness I got my
membership from and started asking questions. Hmm, how did they guess? The thing that kills me is that I
signed up for the gym June 23, for a 1 yr contract which means my contract is up on June 23, I never even
went to the gym either, only 1 time. They said if I wanted the fee to be waived I had to cancel my membership
in writing by the 25th of the previous month being May. Again, if I would have done this I would have had to
pay the cancellation fee and I only had 1 month left. That would have made no sense even if I did get a notice
about the fee. They sure know when to take your money! With that said, the manager got on the phone and I
was a little more mad, again thanking her for listening to me complain and apologizing. I explained everything
above to her and she said that the company does not send notices about this. I said it was not her responsibility
as an employee to do this "paperwork" for their corporate office. I said if they want to run a business then
should get it together. I work in business, I know! She then told me that the Planet Fitness gyms around this
area York, PA I guess are franchised so there are different owners. Why would I need to look up membership
info on the internet if I should have been told everything? This is not , why should I have to write to someone
about this. I should be able to email or call or something! Now that I think of it See, that sounds silly and so
does many of the answers I got! Let me know if this happened to you.
Chapter 4 : Bajor | Memory Alpha | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Unauthorized Player's Guide features a massive tuning chapter, explaining all the variables in GT6 and how they
will impact a car's handling, with quick-reference tables and easy-to-read explanations.

Chapter 5 : NPR Choice page
Actors Heather Locklear (Ciara Hanna), Marcia Cross (Teagan Vincze), Daphne Zuniga (Ali Cobrin), and other young
stars appear in the hit television show "Melrose Place.".

Chapter 6 : Steve Soto - Tattoo Planet - Unauthorized Ink
Planet of the Apes: An Unauthorized History is a comprehensive look at all aspects of Planet of the Apes, featuring
interviews, reviews, complete cast and credit information, and a behind-the-scenes look at what made this quirky
science-fiction series an enduring classic.

Chapter 7 : Trill (planet) | Memory Alpha | FANDOM powered by Wikia
If you are searching for the ebook Planet of the Apes Collectibles: Unauthorized Guide With Trivia & Values (A Schiffer
Book for Collectors) by Christopher Sausville in pdf format, then you've come to the.

Chapter 8 : Planet Mechanics - DVD PLANET STORE
Man Steals Plane And Crashes After 'Unauthorized Takeoff' From Sea-Tac Airport A year-old Richard Russell stole a
plane from Seattle's airport, flying for about an hour and a half before.
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Chapter 9 : Mork & Mindy - Wikipedia
"California" (Phantom Planet Cover / The Unauthorized O.C. Musical) Vocals: Tilky Jones, Molly McCook, Brendan
Robinson, Greer Grammer, Drew Seeley, and Betty Who Recorded and Produced by Elmo Zapp.
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